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systems biology courses in the real cambridge

SB200 is diffusing across the pond ... 

steve oliver's part III course



molecular biology

characterising the molecular components

systems biology

putting Humpty Dumpty back together again

how do the collective interactions of the 

components give rise to the physiology and 

pathology of the system?

Marc Kirschner, “The meaning of systems biology”, Cell 121:503-4 2005.
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0.  why mathematical models?

1.  post-translational modification of proteins

2.  microscopic cybernetics

3.  development and evolution

a rather provisional syllabus



0.  why mathematical models?
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... suggests that it has some of the finest examples of how 
quantitative reasoning and mathematical analysis have been 
used to uncover how the world works

a revisionist history of biology



Hans Krebs, Otto Warburg: cell physiologist, biochemist and eccentric, OUP 1981

otto meyerhoff hans krebs hugo theorell

otto warburg



principle of mass action

the rate of a reaction is proportional to the 

product of the concentrations of the substrates, 

taking stoichiometry into account

rate constant

michaelis-menten revisited

2A  +  3B        C
k

JG, “Modelling of interaction networks in the cell: theory and mathematical methods”, to appear 
in E Egelman (editor), Comprehensive Biophysics Volume 9, Elsevier, 2011.

P Waage & C Guldberg, “Studies concerning affinity”, J Chem Edu 63:1044-7 1986. English 
translation by H Abrash of original 1866 paper in Norwegian.
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Michaelis & Menten, “Die kinetik der Invertinwirkung”, Biochem Z, 49:333-69, 1913

enzyme-substrate complex

leonor michaelis and maud menten
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britton chance

B Chance, “The kinetics of the enzyme-substrate compound of peroxidase”, J Biol Chem, 
151:553-77 1943

was the first to isolate an enzyme-substrate 

complex and to measure on- and off-rates

k
1
 = 1.2 x 107 M-1 sec-1

k
2
 = 0.2 sec-1



mathematics provides evidence for things unseen

“genes”

“ion channels”

1866

1952

1915 19531915

1976



time-scale separation eliminates internal complexity

the complex is assumed to come rapidly to steady-state

the enzyme-substrate complex has been eliminated

in comparison to slower catalytic activity

ESE  +  S E  +  P

there is a framework for doing such calculations, that we will discuss later



unrealistic models can be (much) better

reverse reaction ignored by measuring initial rates

dependence of rates on pH and ionic strength ignored by buffering

L Michaelis, Die Wasserstoffionen-Konzentration: Ihre Bedeutung Fur Die 
Biologie Und Die Methoden Ihrer Messung. 1914.

careful arrangement of experimental conditions makes it 

feasible to get away with an unrealistic model

ESE  +  S E  +  P



michaelis-menten, in summary

1.  evidence for things unseen

2.  time-scale separation eliminates internal complexity

3.  unrealistic models can be better

what is important about a model is not merely that it fits the data 

(its output) but the assumptions made to achieve that (its input)



back to the present

these days, (we think) we (sometimes) know most of the 

molecular components

models provide evidence relating mechanism to function

and the means to interpret data mechanistically

so what are models good for in the age of systems biology?



evidence relating mechanism to function ...

how do we deal with this overwhelming molecular complexity? 



Albeck, Burke, Spencer, Lauffenburger, Sorger,  “Modelling a snap-
action, variable delay switch controlling extrinsic cell death”, PLoS 
Biol 6:2831-52 2008

more detail may lead to improved experimental prediction, 
in specific biological contexts, but requires complementary 
datasets to deal with the “parameter problem”. it also 
becomes harder to see the wood for the trees

Spencer, Gaudet, Albeck, Burke, Sorger,  “Non-genetic origins of 
cell-to-cell variability in TRAIL-induced apoptosis”, Nature 459:428-
33 2009

thick models – embrace the details



Reinhart Heinrich & Tom Rapoport, “Generation of non-identical compartments in vesicular 
transport systems”, J Cell Biol 168:271-80 2005.

thin models – abstract the details

abstracting may give independence from details whose correctness is uncertain 
or whose validity is context-specific, allowing general principles to emerge more 
easily, but at the risk of becoming detached from experimental interpretation



data never “speaks for itself” - it is always interpreted, by us!

Ferrell, Machleder, “The biochemical basis of an all-or-none cell fate switch in Xenopus oocytes”, 
Science 280:895-8 1998

different mechanisms at 
the single cell level

interpeting data mechanistically

the data that we have is rarely the data that we want. for instance, we often have 
to average over cellular populations but molecular mechanisms take place in 
individual cells. a population average may not be representative of any cell in the 
population.

dose response
averaged over the population



elephant reconstruction for the visually challenged

an elephant is like ... a wall

like ... a spear

like ... a snake

like ... a tree

like ... a rope

like ... a fan



the physiologists were here before us ...

James Black, “Drugs from emasculated hormones: the principles of syntopic antagonism”, 
Nobel Lecture, 1988
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